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Collective Mind
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• Unique technology that integrates
– Multivariate “Big Data” mining
– Predictive Analytics
– Interactive visualization of trends and patterns

• Scales to large amounts of noisy data routinely collected   
in Operations and Maintenance

• Supports Proactive Approach to Fleet Health Management 
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Challenges of Proactive Approach 
to Fleet Health Management

• Unexpected systematic maintenance crises are common

• Early detection is the key to Proactive Management
– Currently, various performance indicators are used to reactively survey the status of fleet
– Physics-based models are used to identify propensity of individual aircraft to known problems

• Ideal capability:                                                                             
– Fast and reliable detection of unexpected issues
– No false alarms
– Never missing anything important

– Ill-conceived maintenance procedure
– Inexperienced personnel,  etc. 

– Out-of-spec parts
– New mission/theater
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Proving Ground: Surveillance of Public Health
• Genesis:

Post-9/11 concern of a possible bio-terror 
attack, 2002 Winter Olympics in Utah, pre-
existing detection systems subject to 
substantial latencies

• Familiar requirements:                
– Fast detection, high sensitivity,    

low false alert rates
– Homogeneous populations            

of subjects

• Solution:         
Monitor changes in demand for 
medical services and supplies 

– Proven utility in issuance of 
reliable early warnings
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How Valuable Are Early Warnings?
Current Processes
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How Valuable Are Early Warnings?
Collective Mind Gains Time
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Early Warnings Can Reduce Part Exchanges 
Caused by Systematic Problems
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Collective Mind in Support of F-16 Health-Of-Fleet Reports
Evidence obtained with help from the F-16 Weapons System Supply Chain Management

Systematic failures identified earlier
• F-16 Onboard Oxygen Generating System Concentrator 

Collective Mind Massive Screening produced an early warning that the 
component was experiencing significant supply issues; base was forced to 
cannibalize to meet mission requirements 
Early warning saves multiple repairs for substantial cost avoidance

8

Issues previously undetected    
• F-16 Digital Electronic 

Engine Control Unit 
Pre-existing process would
NOT have driven F-16 WS SCM         
to this item
Problems continued 
intermittently for a year
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Many More Such Stories May Be Buried in Data
Can We Find Them?

• Typical fleet health data spans multiple dimensions 
and streams  
– Maintenance, built-in-test, vibration, configuration, flight data, supply, etc.
– Maintenance: action taken code, when discovered, aircraft configuration, mission type, 

squadron, etc. 

• This leads to billions of potentially interesting views

• Where to look for clues?
– Comprehensive approach is often deemed computationally infeasible
– Analytic resources come in short supply
– Risk of missing critical clues is substantial
– Emerging issues too often identified later than they could

9
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• It is fast and scalable
– Advanced statistics; Smart data structures; Fast algorithms 
– Response times to complex count queries can be reduced by 1-3 

orders of magnitude when compared to alternatives

• Efficiency enables massive-scale 
multivariate analyses of Big Data
– Visualizations of data at interactive speeds
– Automated and highly responsive ad-hoc analyses

• Key practical benefits:
– Comprehensive searches for unusual patterns are made possible

“We don’t know what we don’t know” 
dilemma can be substantially mitigated

– Interactive visualizations and queries boost awareness of issues
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Side notes on 
performance

1. Query response times do 
not depend on the number 
of records in data

• Largest set loaded so far: 
125M records, 15 dimensions

• Minutes to screen for patterns 
over 4 dimensions, evaluating 
4.5B hypotheses 

2. Memory footprint varies 
with complexity of data

• Most complex data loaded so 
far:  7.7M records, 19 
dimensions, 5.2*1025 unique 
data cube cells, 478B of them  
with non-zero counts

• Requires 10GB of memory

3. Speed can be traded for 
memory

Collective Mind Enables Fast Processing
of Large and Complex Data
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Example results:
• Clickable list of findings sorted by 

statistical significance
• Each of them identifies a view of data 

that pertains to one detection
• Temporal visualization highlights 

unexpected activity
• Interactive drill-downs, slicing-and-

dicing, and pivoting, help interpreting 
the results

Capabilities:
• Early Warnings of emerging crises

– Fleet-wide: Comprehensive 
monitoring of data for new drivers

– Item-level: Detection of “Bad Actors”
• Data Fusion
• Explanation of patterns and trends
• Prediction of future events
Impact:
• Cost avoidance 

– E.g. avoided exchanges of parts
• Improved readiness and equipment 

availability
• Better visibility of issues
• “Doing more without more”
• Very little cleaning of data required
• Transferable to new platforms

Key Capabilities and Areas of Impact
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• F-16 : Return from subset of items analyzed from 
early detection and mobilization: $6.5M  p.a.;   
Expected return once fully deployed: $18.0M p.a.

• More recent estimate: >$100M p.a. from just one 
Collective Mind capability 

Observed cost of integrating new platform 
data:

• Once established with Data Universe, adding 
new aircraft type took 8hrs to setup

• Transfer of CM Massive Screening, System 
Performance Monitor and Basic Exploration 
and Explanation from USAF F-16 to USN V-22 
environment took 1 man-month

• Larger effort to integrate into new analytic 
processes

• Modest additional investment should enable 
scaling Collective Mind throughout DoD aircraft 
fleets and throughout all DoD equipment fleets 
wherever logistics data warehouses exist

• Those savings only reflect avoided exchanges
• More potential, not yet estimated firmly, includes 

a few relatively straightforward benefits:
- Improved equipment availability
- Improved mission capability
- Reduction of analytic efforts

• Costs of transition to regular use is not included  
in the estimates
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Quantified Task: Avoided Cost of Part Exchanges
Evidence obtained with help from the F-16 Strategic Analysis Support Section 

and the US Air Force Cost Analysis Directorate
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Additional Capabilities of Collective Mind:
Fusing Evidence from Multiple Sources of Data

Holistic View 

Maintenance 
Records 

Built-In 
Tests

Vibration
Measurements

Flight 
Parameters

Some vibration exceedences correlate
with parameters of flight

Some of them occur in particular flight regimes

Certain types of vibration alerts can be forecast  
to enable preventative maintenance
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1. Collective Mind leverages new capabilities to support proactive 
approach to Fleet Health Management

2. It uses statistical “Big Data” mining and predictive trending to monitor 
routinely collected data for early indications of reliability issues

3. Capabilities developed so far have demonstrated utility for USAF and 
NAVAIR aircraft maintenance, built-in-test, and vibration data

4. Applicability is not limited to USAF and NAVAIR                                 
Benefits should be realizable across multiple DoD equipment 
management organizations, and beyond

14

Collective Mind: Summary
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Please Vote for Collective Mind!
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“Collective Mind provides unique 
capability to quickly identify what is 
driving maintenance. It is the only tool 
capable of analyzing the volume of data 
generated by our weapon system”       
Mr. Joseph Smith, F-16 System Program 
Analyst

“Collective Mind could automate 
analyses that lead to tremendous DoD-
wide savings.” 
Dr. Robert Neches, Director, Advanced 
Engineering Initiatives, OASD(R&E) 

“We expect in excess of $100M annual 
cost avoidance due to implementation of 
Collective Mind Early Warning Bad Actor 
capability in the F-16 program alone, 
however Asset Management Tracking 
capability must be stood up and the 
information becomes discoverable."       
Mr. Robert Riegert, Project Lead, Systems 
Lifecycle Integrity Management (SLIM), 
A4ID, Department of the Air Force

"As the Project Managers for the CAMEO 
Team we are excited about the potential 
Collective Mind enables for a holistic 
approach for the health and well being 
of the V-22 Osprey." 
Mr. Joseph Schmidley, V-22 ALE IPT Lead, 
and Mr. Sam McNeely, V-22 ALE


